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Mission of this task force was to answer these questions. How will we best capitalize and 

expand on our community and regional outdoor and recreational opportunities while ensuring 

environmental quality and sustainability?  How will we increase the quantity and quality of all-

season family-friendly activities? 

 

The Pullman community voice was clear in their desire for a healthy atmosphere that embraces 

recreational activities and a clean, relaxing environment for ages 1 to 100. We found that 

bicycling, walking and running are a large part of our outdoor activities within the City and round 

the local region. Of primary concern was a lack of activities for young children during winter 

months. We also found outdoor activities plentiful during spring/summer months but suggest 

some improvements in identifying and marking pathways and byways could be made. Some 

playground equipment should be reviewed for replacement/upgrade. 

 

A common thread in discussion was the lack of a central, digitally searchable, community 

calendar that provides a clearinghouse for local events in our region.  

 

A longer view would include a youth center for winter activities. Finally, in keeping with the 

community’s wish for a clean environment, we also suggest a social target for clean energy and 

reduction of CO2 emissions as a City/Community goal. 

 

 

 

 Level 1 action Items: 

 

1. Calendar Of Events (Things To Do) - Provide residents and visitors with a way to 

find upcoming events and recreational opportunities by supporting a common - 

city supported linked website that advertises such events, is vetted by 

community/city members (to avoid spamming/hacking), and is FREE to the 

community. With today’s access to Google Sites, and/or WIX, this should be 

really easy to build. 

 

2. Safe places to ride: Develop a map of riding pathways within the City that are 

rated according to cyclist ability level and safety/amenities (i.e., whether a section 

of the route is a bike lane along the street or a dedicated pathway separate from 

motor vehicle traffic, etc.). This information will also inform signage plans. 



 

3. Signage for Walk/Ride paths - Install directional signage placed at key locations 

to help people find walking and biking paths. Consider including maps with 

distances (as seen in National Parks). 

 

  Level 2 action items: 

 

1. Playground renewal/replacement in Parks - A short range target would be to 

conduct an inventory of all playground equipment in public parks to determine 

what old or unsafe equipment should be repaired or replaced. The output from 

this first step will inform Medium or Long-range projects. 

 

2. Interconnect pathways across the city - Work with the City Planning Department 

to develop a plan or roadmap of possible pedestrian and bike pathways to 

include in future development. This is a medium and long range goal. 

 

3. Bike Garages - Promote and encourage alternative modes of transportation, as 

well as exercise and recreation, by building bike garages in key locations to allow 

for secure storage of bicycles. 

 

4. Develop an inventory of river/wood areas in the region that might be developed 

to ensure these areas are protected as developments grow around them. Work 

with City Planning Department to help build/modify codes that encourages 

developers to protect such areas. 

 

 

 Level 3 action items: 

 

1. A Youth Center - Create a safe gathering place for kids and teens where they 

can go to engage in youth sports and other activities complete with a climbing 

wall, indoor soccer court and game-room. 

 

2. Adoption of lowering CO2 emissions as a City and Community goal. This idea 

echoes the wishes that other cities have voice in response to doing our part 

towards helping with Paris Climate Agreement goals.  

 

3. Work with City Planning Department in modifying city code to encourage the use 

of Solar Panels or other green-energy solution that can leverage Smart-Grid City 

capabilities. 


